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Abstract
We propose a framework of principal manifolds to model high-dimensional data. This framework is based
on Sobolev spaces and designed to model data of any intrinsic dimension. It includes the linear principal
component analysis and principal curve algorithm as special cases. We propose a novel method for model
complexity selection to reduce the computational cost and effects of outliers. Additionally, we introduce
a gluing technique to estimate closed manifolds. The proposed principal manifold estimation approach
is compared to existing methods by simulations. This estimation approach is applied to estimate tumor
surfaces and interior in a lung cancer study.
Keywords: Closed manifolds, gluing technique, lung cancer, tumor interior
1 Introduction
Manifold learning is a method for modeling high-dimensional data assuming that data are from a low-
dimensional manifold embedded in a high-dimensional space, possibly corrupted by high-dimensional noise.
The dimension of the low-dimensional manifold is called the intrinsic dimension of data. There are two
primary components of manifold learning: (i) parameterization - uncovering a low-dimensional description
of high-dimensional data; (ii) embedding - finding a map relating the low-dimensional description and high-
dimensional data. The two components are entangled with each other. Based on a given parameterization,
embedding becomes a statistical fitting problem. In turn, projecting data to the image of an embedding map
results in a parameterization (e.g., Yue et al. (2016)). In this article, we propose a framework and estimation
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approach combining these two components. Specifically, our proposed approach is based on constructing an
embedding map from a “partial” parameterization and obtaining a full parameterization from this embed-
ding map. We define principal manifolds as minima of a functional equipped with a regularity penalty term
derived as a semi-norm on a Sobolev space. A Sobolev embedding theorem implies the differentiability of
our proposed manifolds. The novel framework of principal manifolds allows the intrinsic dimension of data
to be any positive integer. The linear principal component analysis (PCA, Jolliffe (1986)) and principal
curve algorithm (Hastie and Stuetzle (1989)) are special cases of this framework. We provide topological
and functional arguments giving mathematical foundations of our proposed principal manifold framework.
To numerically estimate the proposed manifolds, we develop a data reduction method using mixture density
estimation. This method gives a novel model complexity selection approach, drastically reduces the com-
putational cost, and eliminates the effects of outliers. Based on this method and reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces theory, we propose an algorithm to estimate principal manifolds efficiently. Additionally, motivated
by a problem in radiation therapy for lung cancer patients, we propose a method for fitting closed manifolds
and estimating the interior of a closed manifold.
Throughout this article, we use the following notations: (i) d and D, with d ă D, denote the dimensions
of manifolds (intrinsic data spaces) and the spaces in which these manifolds are embedded (observed data
spaces), respectively. (ii) }x}Rq “ přqk“1 x2kq1{2 for all x P Rq and q P td,Du. (iii) Let q1, q2 P td,Du and I
be a subset of Rq1 , CkpI Ñ Rq2q denotes the collection of I Ñ Rq2 maps whose components have up to kth
continuous classical derivatives. For simplicity, Ck pIq :“ Ck `I Ñ R1˘ and C :“ C0. (iv) δx is the point
mass at x (see Section 6.9 of Rudin (1991)). (v) Lp and } ¨ }Lp , p P r1,8s, denote Lebesgue spaces and their
norms (see Chapter 2 of Adams and Fournier (2003)).
A considerable amount of work has been done for parameterization and embedding tasks. ISOMAP
(Tenenbaum et al. (2000)), locally linear embedding (Roweis and Saul (2000)), and Laplacian eigenmaps
(Belkin and Niyogi (2003)) constructed parameterizations of high-dimensional data. Hastie and Stuetzle
(1989) (hereafter HS) proposed a principal curve framework and algorithm for the embedding task. HS
defined principal curves as follows.
Definition 1.1. (Part I) Let I Ă R1 be a closed and possibly infinite interval. Suppose an I Ñ RD map
f satisfies the conditions (referred to as HS conditions throughout this article): (i) f P C8pI Ñ RDq,
(ii) }f 1ptq}RD “ 1, for all t P I, (iii) f does not self intersect, i.e. t1 ‰ t2 implies fpt1q ‰ fpt2q, (iv)ş
tt:fptqPBu dt ă 8 for any finite ball B in RD. Then a RD Ñ I map pif is defined as follows and called
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projection index with respect to f .
pif pxq “ sup
"
t P I : }x´ fptq}RD “ inf
t1PI
››x´ fpt1q››RD* , for all x P RD. (1.1)
(Part II) Suppose X is a continuous random D-vector with finite second moments. Principal curves of X
are all maps f satisfying HS conditions and the self-consistency defined as E pX|pif pXq “ tq “ fptq.
The projection index pif is well-defined under HS conditions. However, HS conditions are too restrictive
due to the following reasons: 1) condition (ii) requires principal curves to be arc-length parameterized,
while the arc-length parameterization is not generalizable to higher dimensions; 2) condition (iii) rules out
many curves in applications, e.g., a handwritten “8” in handwriting recognition; 3) condition (iv) is not
straightforward to verify. Furthermore, the HS principal curve framework has a model bias.
To remove the model bias in HS principal curve framework, Tibshirani (1992) proposed a new prin-
cipal curve framework based on a mixture model and the self-consistency E pX|pif pXq “ tq “ fptq. HS
showed that curves satisfying self-consistency are critical points of the mean squared distance (MSD)
functional KXpfq “ E }X ´ f ppif pXqq}2RD . However, Duchamp et al. (1996) showed that these critical
points are saddle points - they are not local minima. This saddle issue flawed the frameworks based on
self-consistency. Gerber and Whitaker (2013) explained the saddle issue from ”orthogonal/along” varia-
tion trade-off viewpoint and discussed the challenges stemming from this issue in model complexity se-
lection. To remove the saddle issue, Gerber and Whitaker (2013) proposed a new functional QXppiq “
E
!
rEpX|pipXqq ´XsT ddt
ˇˇ
t“pipXqEpX|pipXq “ tq
)
modeling the parameterization map pi : RD Ñ I. Principal
curves, which satisfy self-consistency, correspond to the minima of this functional. However, QXppiq lacks
intuitive interpretation. Another approach to removing the saddle issue is to avoid self-consistency and
define principal curves by minimizing MSD with a constraint or a regularity penalty. Ke´gl et al. (2000)
defined principal curves as the minima arg inff
 KXpfq : f P BV pra, bsq, V ba pfq ď L(, where L ą 0 is pre-
given and BV pra, bsq is the collection of functions f on ra, bs with finite total variation V ba pfq ă 8. Since
}f 1}L1 :“
şb
a }f 1ptq}dt ď V ba pfq, this new definition can be generalized to the following minima.
arg inf
fPBV pra,bsq
!
E }X ´ f ppif pXqq}2 ` λ}f 1}L1
)
, (1.2)
where λ ě 0 is a tuning parameter. However, functions in BV pra, bsq are not necessarily everywhere
differentiable. Indeed, the algorithm proposed by Ke´gl et al. (2000) fits data by polygonal lines, which are
only piecewise differentiable. In many applications, we expect globally differentiable curves. Smola et al.
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(2001) generalized (1.2) and proposed an algorithm to approximate local minima. However, no corresponding
model complexity selection method was proposed. Some methods for fitting closed curves exist, e.g., Banfield
and Raftery (1992). However, fitting closed manifolds with general intrinsic dimensions is underdeveloped.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a condition for defining the projection
indices pif with respect to Rd Ñ RD maps f , where d is allowed to be any positive integer. This proposed
condition is much less restrictive than HS conditions. Based on this condition and function spaces of Sobolev
type, we define principal manifolds by minimizing MSD with a curvature penalty in Section 3. Motivated
by Eloyan and Ghosh (2011), we propose a data reduction method in Section 4 by introducing the concept
of weighted average joints. We then present the principal manifold estimate (PME) algorithm in Section
5. A detailed simulation study comparing the performance of PME algorithm to existing manifold learning
methods is presented in Section 6. In Section 7, we propose an extension of the PME algorithm to fit closed
manifolds. In addition, we introduce a method identifying the interior of closed manifolds in Section 7. The
performance of the proposed method for estimation of lung cancer tumor surfaces and their interiors using
Computed Tomography (CT) data is presented in Sections 7 and 8.
2 Manifolds and Projection Indices
Before defining principal manifolds, we introduce concepts of manifolds and projection indices. We first
consider nonclosed manifolds. In Section 7, we propose a method for fitting closed manifolds, e.g., closed
circles and cylinders. Manifolds are defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let f P CpRd Ñ RDq, then Mdf “ tfptq : t P Rdu is called a manifold determined by f .
Furthermore, f is called an embedding map and Rd is called the parameter space.
In applications, Rd is the space containing latent parameterization ttiuIi“1 of observed data txiuIi“1 Ă RD.
Since ti are unknown, it is inconvenient to restrict ti in a given bounded domain. Therefore, we use Rd as
the parameter space.
The projection index pif in (1.1) is well-defined under HS conditions when d “ 1. We generalize pif for
all intrinsic dimensions d under a less stringent condition. Intuitively, the projection index of x to Mdf is a
parameter t such that fptq is closest to x (left panel of Figure 1). However, there might be more than one t
such that }x´ fptq}RD “ inft1PRd }x´ fpt1q}RD “: distpx, fq, resulting in ambiguity in choosing t as shown
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xf ppif pxqq
The tangent of M1f at f ppif pxqq
x˚ “ p0, 0q
fpt1q fpt2q
f ppif pxqq
Õtp1, tq, t ă 0uÕtp´1, pi ´ tq : t ą piu
tpcos t, sin tq : 0 ď t ď piu
Ó
Figure 1: The left panel illustrates projection indices for d “ 1. In the right panel, x˚ is at the center
of a semicircle. Af px˚q “ r0, pis is compact, pif px˚q “ pi and }x˚ ´ fpt1q}RD “ }x˚ ´ fpt2q}RD “ }x˚ ´
f ppif px˚qq }RD “ distpx˚, fq with t1 ‰ t2. All the points in tp0, yq : y ď 0u (the red line) are ambiguity
points.
in the right panel of Figure 1. To remove this ambiguity, we introduce
C8pRd Ñ RDq “
#
f P CpRd Ñ RDq : lim
}t}RdÑ8
}fptq}RD “ 8
+
.
In applications, this function space is not restrictive. Since a data set with finite sample size is always
bounded, we are concerned with fitting functions in that bounded domain. Therefore the behavior of a C8
map as }t}Rd Ñ 8 does not limit the applications of this framework. This approach is similar to focusing
on the segment of a simple linear regression line within the range of observed independent variable, even
though the fitted line is unbounded. Based on these notations, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. If f P C8
`
Rd Ñ RD˘, then the set Af pxq :“  t P Rd : }x´ fptq}RD “ distpx, fq( is nonempty
and compact for all x P RD. If Af pxq contains more than one element, x is called an ambiguity point of f .
Proof of Theorem 2.1 is in Appendix 11.2. The condition f P C8
`
Rd Ñ RD˘ is necessary for Theorem 2.1
to hold as shown by the following example. Let fptq “ p et1`et , 0qT R C8pR1 Ñ R2q and x “ p´1, 0qT , then
inftPR }fptq ´ x}R2 “ inftPR | et1`et ` 1| “ 1. However, | e
t
1`et ` 1| ą 1 for all t. Then Af pxq “ H. We now
propose a generalized definition of pif .
Definition 2.2. Let Mdf define a manifold determined by f P C8
`
Rd Ñ RD˘. For any x P RD, define t1˚ “
suptt1 : pt1, t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tdq P Af pxqu and tj˚ “ supttj : pt1˚ , t2˚ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , tj˚´1, tj , ¨ ¨ ¨ , tdq P Af pxqu, for j “ 2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d.
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The projection index pif pxq is defined as follows.
pif pxq “ pt1˚ , t2˚ , ¨ ¨ ¨ , td˚q . (2.1)
The projection index in (2.1) is a generalization of the projection index defined in (1.1). Therefore, we use
the same notation pif to denote both projection indices. In defining the projection index (2.1), we replace
the restrictive HS conditions with the less stringent condition f P C8 and allow d to be any positive integer.
When d “ 1, if f P C8 and f satisfies HS conditions, the projection index in (2.1) is the same as that in
(1.1).
Theorem 2.2. If f P C8
`
Rd Ñ RD˘, then pif is a measurable RD Ñ Rd map.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 can be conducted following the same method used to prove Theorem 4.1 in Hastie
(1984). Theorem 2.2 implies that pif pXq is a random d-vector if X is a random D-vector.
3 Principal Manifolds
For a random D-vector X, its first d linear principal components are equivalent to the d-dimensional hy-
perplane defined by arg infLPL E }X ´ΠLpXq}2RD , where L is the collection of d-dimensional hyperplanes
in RD and ΠLpXq is the projection of X to hyperplane L. We propose a principal manifold framework
generalizing PCA, replacing L with a Sobolev space. In the rest of this article, all derivatives are gener-
alized derivatives defined on D 1pRdq. Generalized derivatives apply to all locally integrable functions that
may not be classically differentiable. They free us from smoothness assumptions in theoretical arguments.
More details on D 1pRdq and generalized derivatives are given by Rudin (1991) (Chapter 6). We introduce
the following function spaces of Sobolev type.
∇´2L2
´
Rd
¯
“
!
f P D 1pRdq : }∇2f}Rdˆd P L2pRdq
)
, H2pRdq “
!
f P L2pRdq : }∇f}Rd , }∇2f}Rdˆd P L2pRdq
)
,
∇´2L2pΩq “
!
f |Ω : f P ∇´2L2
´
Rd
¯)
, H2pΩq “
!
f |Ω : f P H2pRdq
)
,
where Ω is any open subset of Rd with a smooth boundary, f |Ω denotes the restriction of f to Ω, ∇f “
p BfBt1 , BfBt2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , BfBtd qT , ∇2f “ ∇b2f “ p B
2f
BtiBtj q1ďi,jďd is the Hessian matrix of f and }∇2f}2Rdˆd “
řd
i,j“1 | B
2f
BtiBtj |2.
Section 1.5 of Duchon (1977) implies the following result.
Lemma 3.1. If Ω is bounded, ∇´2L2pΩq “ H2pΩq.
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If two functions are equal to each other almost everywhere with respect to the Lebesgue measure, we identify
them as the same function. Then we have the following regularity theorem.
Theorem 3.1. ∇´2L2pRdq Ă CkpRdq, for k ă 2´ d2 .
Proof. Let f P ∇´2L2pRdq and Ω be any open ball in Rd, Lemma 3.1 implies f |Ω P H2pΩq. A Sobolev
embedding theorem (Theorem 7.25 of Rudin (1991)) implies f |Ω P CkpΩq for k ă 2 ´ d2 . Then the desired
result follows as Ω is arbitrary. ˝
Let ∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq denote the collection of Rd Ñ RD maps whose components are in ∇´2L2pRdq and
C8
Ş∇´2L2 :“ C8Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq :“ C8pRd Ñ RDqŞ∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq.
As mentioned in Section 1, a problem of model (1.2) is that the fitted f is not necessarily differentiable
everywhere. The main reason for this limitation is that the regularization from penalty }f 1}L1 is not enough.
We propose principal manifolds with higher regularity by replacing the first derivative and L1-norm in
}f 1}L1 with the second derivative and L2-norm, respectively. Additionally, when d “ 1 and f is arc-length
parameterized, }f2ptq}RD is the curvature of M1f . The tolerance of large curvature increases the complexity
and decreases the stability of fitted manifolds. Therefore, we penalize fitted manifolds with large curvature.
These considerations motivate us to give the following definition, which allows the intrinsic dimension d to
be any positive integer.
Definition 3.1. Let X be a random D-vector associated with the probability measure P, such that X has
finite second moments. Let f, g P C8Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq and λ P r0,8s, we define the following functionals
Kλ,Ppf, gq “ E}X ´ f ppigpXqq }2RD ` λ
››∇2f››2
L2pRdq , Kλ,Ppfq “ Kλ,Ppf, fq, (3.1)
where }∇2f}2
L2pRdq “
ş
Rd
řD
l“1 }∇2flptq}2Rdˆddt is called the curvature term. A manifold Mdf˚ determined by
f˚ is called a principal manifold for X (or P) with tuning parameter λ if f˚ “ arg inffPC8Ş∇´2L2pRdÑRDqKλ,Ppfq.
Suppose f˚ is derived, the projection index pif˚pXq gives a d-dimensional parameterization of X. The
set C8
Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq is the largest function space where Kλ,P is well-defined. Theorem 3.1 implies
f˚ P CkpRd Ñ RDq, for k ă maxt2 ´ d2 , 1u. The first term of Kλ,Ppfq is the MSD. The curvature term››∇2f››2
L2pRdq measures model variation as large curvature reduces model stability. λ establishes a homotopy
between the two extremes: (i) λ “ 8 implies linear PCA (Theorem 3.2); (ii) λ “ 0 implies overftting - e.g.,
when P is the empirical distribution 1I
řI
i“1 δxi , for any f P C8pRd Ñ RDq satisfying txiuIi“1 Ă Mdf and
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fptq “ At ` b when }t}Rd ą M for some D ˆ d matrix A, b P RD and a sufficiently large M ą 0, we have
K0,Ppfq “ 0.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose X is a random D-vector with finite second moments, v1,v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vD and e1, e2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , eD
are eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of X, respectively. vi corresponds to ei and
e1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ed ą ed`1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě eD. Then the principal manifold for X with tuning parameter λ “ 8 is the linear
manifold
!
EX `řdi“1 αivi : αi P R1).
Proof. That K8,Ppfq ă 8 only if
››∇2f››
L2pRdq “ 0 implies ∇2f “ 0 almost everywhere. From Lemma 3.1 and
Corollary 3.32 in Adams and Fournier (2003), f is equal to an affine function almost everywhere. The conti-
nuity of f implies that f is equal to this affine function exactly everywhere. Then f ppif pXqq is the projection
of X to some hyperplane L, say ΠLpXq. Therefore, inff K8,Ppfq “ infLPL E }X ´ΠLpXq}2RD . Finally, using
linear algebraic arguments, we can show arg infLPL E }X ´ΠLpXq}2RD “
!
EX `řdi“1 αivi : αi P R1). ˝
Kλ,Ppfq is a special case of the regularized quantization functional Rregrf s defined by Smola et al. (2001).
They proposed a “projection-adaptation (PA)” algorithm to minimize Rregrf s, which is an analogue of EM
algorithm (Dempster et al. (1977)). Motivated by the success of PA algorithm, we apply its iterative fashion
and propose the following iteration to minimize Kλ,Ppfq within C8Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq.
fpn`1q “ arg inf
fPC8Ş∇´2L2pRdÑRDqKλ,Ppf, fpnqq, n “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , λ ě 0. (3.2)
Computing the quantity pifpnqpXq implicitly contained by Kλ,Ppf, fpnqq corresponds to the “projection”
step, and minimizing Kλ,Ppf, fpnqq with respect to f corresponds to the “adaptation” step. Here fpnq P
C8
Ş∇´2L2, for all n “ 0, 1, 2, . . .. Hence, Theorem 3.1 guarantees the smoothness of fpnq, for all
n “ 0, 1, 2, . . .. The initialization of (3.2) can be performed by ISOMAP (see Section 5). HS proposed
another approach to developing an iteration scheme in the context of estimating principal curves. The
iteration steps are given as
fpn`1q “ T fpnq with T fpnqptq :“ EpX
ˇˇ
pifpnqpXq “ tq. (3.3)
If fpnq converges to f˚, (3.3) implies self-consistency f˚ptq “ EpX
ˇˇ
pif˚pXq “ tq. However, as discussed in
Section 1, the self-consistent f˚ might be a saddle point of MSD. Furthermore, (3.3) does not guarantee
the smoothness of fpn`1q. Therefore, we apply the iteration (3.2) in this article to address these limitations.
The following theorem shows that, under a regularity condition, the HS iteration (3.3) is equivalent to (3.2)
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when λ “ 0.
Theorem 3.3. If both fpnq and T fpnq P C8
Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq, then T fpnq “ arg inffPC8Ş∇´2L2 K0,Ppf, fpnqq.
Proof. inffPC8Ş∇´2L2 K0,Ppf, fpnqq ě inffPM E}X ´ fppifpnqpXqq}2RD “ E}X ´ EpX|pifpnqpXqq}2RD , where
M is the collection of all measurable Rd Ñ RD maps. The desired result follows from fpnq, T fpnq P
C8
Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq. ˝
As a result of this discussion, the reasons for restricting λ ą 0 are: (i) when P is discrete, e.g. an
empirical distribution, the regularization using a positive λ prevents overfitting. (ii) Theorem 3.3 implies
that λ ą 0 shrinks fitted fˆ away from self-consistency to avoid a saddle point issue. (iii) A properly large λ
increases model stability. Next, we propose a data reduction method for reducing computational cost when
implementing the iteration scheme in (3.2).
4 A Data Reduction Method
In image analysis applications, the size of the data is usually very large, resulting in computational burden
when applying manifold learning algorithms. In existing literature, one approach to addressing compu-
tational burden in manifold learning is by subsampling (e.g., Yue et al. (2016)). While leading to faster
computation times, subsampling may result in removing important sections of a given data set. We pro-
pose a data reduction method to pre-process high-dimensional data before applying any manifold learning
algorithm. Our proposed data reduction approach results in faster computation speed and reduction in the
effects of outliers.
In manifold learning, we assume the D-dimensional data txiuIi“1 are realizations from a d-dimensional
latent manifold, corrupted by D-dimensional noise. We assume that each xi is generated in two stages: (i)
a latent random D-vector T is generated from a probability measure Q˚, where Q˚ is supported on the
true latent manifold; (ii) given T “ t, xi is generated from a probability density function ψp¨ ´ tq withş
xψpxqdx “ 0 P RD. The corrupting noise is from ψp¨ ´ tq. Then we may estimate Q˚ by maximizing
the nonparametric likelihood LpQq “ śIi“1 şψpxi ´ tqQpdtq “ śIi“1 ψ ˚ Qpxiq in Q P Q, where Q denotes
the collection of probability measures supported on d-dimensional manifolds and ˚ denotes the convolution
operation. A general theorem on mixtures given by Lindsay (1983) implies that a probability measure of
the form Qˆ “ řNj“1 θjδµj with N ď I achieves supQPQ LpQq. With the nonparametric maximum likelihood
estimate Qˆ, the distribution generating xi is estimated by the density function Qˆ˚ψpxq “ řNj“1 θjψpx´µjq.
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Since ψ represents the corrupting noise, only Qˆ represents the geometric features of data. To illustrate
these concepts, we introduce the concepts of “skeleton” and “joints”, in the meantime, we use visualizations
presented Figure 2 (a). The red curve is the latent manifold - equivalently the support of T - and can
be viewed as the “skeleton” of the data cloud. The orange dots µj indicate the support of the discrete
probability measure Qˆ “ řNj“1 θjδµj , and they can be viewed as “joints” connecting bones in a skeleton.
The joints µj are not equally representative of data. Therefore, different weights θj are assigned to joints
µj . Finally, we call the discrete probability measure
řN
j“1 θjδµj a weighted average joint (WAJ) of data.
Based on the motivations above, we give a rigorous definition as follows.
Definition 4.1. Let L8pRDq functions p and ψ define density functions with respect to the Lebesgue measure
on RD. For any σ ą 0, ψσpxq :“ 1σDψ
`
x
σ
˘
. We define a sequence of density functions tpN p¨|θN qu8N“1 of the
form
pN px|θN q “
˜
Nÿ
j“1
θj,Nδµj,N
¸
˚ ψσN pxq “
Nÿ
j“1
θj,NψσN px´ µj,N q , tµj,NuNj“1 Ă RD, (4.1)
where θN P ΘN :“
!
θN “ pθ1,N , θ2,N , ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN,N qT : θj,N ě 0,řNj“1 θj,N “ 1), σN ą 0, and σN Ñ 0 as N Ñ
8. If }pN p¨|θN q´p}L8pRDq Ñ 0 as N Ñ8, then we call the probability measure sequence t
řN
j“1 θj,Nδµj,N u8N“1
as a WAJ sequence for p with respect to the kernel ψ.
The existence of WAJ sequences is guaranteed by the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose p is a continuous density function with a compact support suppppq :“ tx : ppxq ‰ 0u,
MN “ tµj,NuNj“1 Ă suppppq and dN , σN ą 0 for all N P N. Define diampUq :“ sup t}x1 ´ x2}RD : x1, x2 P Uu
for any set U . If
(i) pdN , σN , ψq satisfies limNÑ8 σN “ limNÑ8 sup t|ψσN px1q ´ ψσN px2q| : }x1 ´ x2}RD ď dNu “ 0;
(ii) there exists a partition of RD, say RD “ ŤNj“1Aj,N with Ai,N ŞAj,N “ H when i ‰ j, such that
Aj,N
ŞMN “ tµj,Nu for all N ; furthermore, there exists Ns P N so that supj“1,2,¨¨¨ ,N tdiam pAj,N Ş suppppqqu ď
dN when N ą Ns;
then there exists tθNu8N“1 with θN P ΘN such that limNÑ8 }pN p¨|θN q ´ p}L8pRDq “ 0, where pN p¨|θN q is
defined by (4.1).
In applications, observed data are always in a bounded domain and are often expected to come from a
continuous underlying distribution. Thus the assumption on p is not restrictive. The triplet satisfying
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condition (i) exists, e.g. dN “ N´α1pD`1q´α2 , σN “ N´α1 and ψpxq “ p
ş
e´}x}RDdxq´1 exp t´}x}RDu, where
α1 and α2 can be any positive numbers. Condition (ii) is satisfied if µj,N are appropriately chosen.
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N´1
ř
j‰out θj,N , N “ N0.05.
Figure 2: (a) The small points (in grey) are random samples from X. The support of T is the solid curve.
The large dots (in orange) denote the points µj,N in the 0.05-WAJ
řN
j“1 θj,Nδµj,N , where N “ N0.05. (b)
Set N0 “ 10, for random samples with size I ranging from 1000 to 20000, we apply the HDMDE algorithm
to construct 0.05-WAJ. For each I, N0.05 “ inftN ě N0 : |ZI,N | ă z0.975u is shown by a blue dot. The pink
curve shows the trend of N0.05 as the sample size I increases. (c) Illustration of the influence of outliers on
the 0.05-WAJ as I increases. For each I, the influence of outliers is measured by quantity θout{θ´out and
shown by a green dot.
We relate WAJ sequences and our proposed principal manifold framework by the following theorem.
This theorem implies that a principal manifold for density p is approximated by principal manifolds for
corresponding WAJs.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose p and ψ are density functions with bounded support,
!
PN “ řNj“1 θj,Nδµj,N)8
N“1
is a WAJ sequence for p with respect to ψ, tµj,NuNj“1 Ă suppppq for all N , and f P C8
Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ
RDq. If (i) pif P CpRD Ñ Rdq, (ii) there exists tµju8j“1 Ă RD so that limNÑ8 µj,N “ µj, and (iii)ř8
j“1
`
supN 1:N 1ěj θj,N 1
˘ ă 8, then we have the approximation
lim
NÑ8Kλ,PN pfq “ Kλ,ppfq “
ż
RD
}x´ f ppif pxqq}2RD ppxqdx` λ
››∇2f››2
L2pRdq , for λ P r0,8s.
In applications, if x1, x2 P RD are close to each other in RD, we expect their parameterizations pif px1q and
pif px2q to be close to each other in Rd. Therefore, it is natural to expect the continuity of pif . Throughout
this article, we set ψ to be Gaussian kernel. Although Gaussian kernel does not have compact support, most
of its mass is in a bounded domain, e.g. the Gaussian kernel in R3 satisfies ψpxq ď 10´22 when }x}R3 ě 10.
Proofs of Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 are in Appendix 11.2.
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To estimate µj,N , θN , and σN for a fixed N , we propose the high dimensional mixture density estimation
(HDMDE) procedure - a generalization of the mixture density estimation procedure proposed by Eloyan
and Ghosh (2011). Details of HDMDE procedure are given in Appendix 11.1. The remaining question
is the choice of a finite N in applications. If N is too small, PN “ řNj“1 θj,Nδµj,N may not capture
detailed geometric features of the data cloud. In the meantime, an unreasonably large N may result
in computational burden and unnecessary model complexity. Motivated by Eloyan and Ghosh (2011),
we propose a criterion for choosing N . The approximation limNÑ8 }pN p¨|θN q ´ p}L8pRDq “ 0 implies
pN`1pX|θN`1q ´ pN pX|θN q « 0 when N is large enough. Therefore, we test the following hypothesis to
choose N .
H0 : Ep tpN`1pX|θN`1q ´ pN pX|θN qu “ 0 vs Ha : Ep tpN`1pX|θN`1q ´ pN pX|θN qu ‰ 0, (4.2)
where Ep is the expectation associated with the density function p. Since p and θN are unknown, we
use ∆I,N “ 1I
řI
i“1 ∆ˆi to test the hypothesis (4.2), where θˆN “ θˆN pX1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XIq is an estimator of
θN computed from the independent and identically distributed (iid) sample Xi and ∆ˆi “ pN`1pXi|θˆN`1q ´
pN pXi|θˆN q. The following result can be used to apply asymptotic normality theory to conduct the hypothesis
test (4.2).
Theorem 4.3. Suppose θˆn is an estimator of the true θn P Θn, such that θˆn “ θn ` oppI´1{2q, where
n P tN,N ` 1u, N is fixed, and ψ P L8pRDq. Denote ∆i “ pN`1pXi|θN`1q ´ pN pXi|θN q, µ∆,N “ Ep∆1,
Sˆ2I,N “ 1I
řI
i“1 ∆ˆ2i ´
`
∆I,N
˘2
and SˆI,N “
b
Sˆ2I,N . Then
?
I
∆I,N´µ∆,N
SˆI,N
Ñ Np0, 1q in distribution as I Ñ8.
Theorem 4.3 can be derived directly from the central limit theorem and Slutsky theorem, hence its proof is
omitted. Since we are interested in testing the hypothesis H0 : µ∆,N “ 0 as shown in (4.2), we define the
statistic of interest ZI,N :“
?
I
∆I,N
SˆI,N
. From Theorem 4.3, under H0, we haveZI,N „ Np0, 1q approximately
when I is large. We choose N by
Nα :“ inf
 
N ě N0 : |ZI,N | ă z1´α{2
(
, (4.3)
where N0 denotes a predetermined lower bound for N and z1´α{2 is the 1´ α{2 quantile of Np0, 1q.
Definition 4.2. Suppose tθˆNuNěN0 and tµˆj,N : j ď NuNěN0 are estimated using the sample txiuIi“1 from p
and Nα is given by (4.3). The discrete probability PNα “
řNα
j“1 θˆj,Nαδµˆj,Nα is called a WAJ for p at confidence
level α, briefly an α-WAJ.
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An additional advantage of the proposed data reduction procedure is that using the 0.05-WAJ decreases
the influence of outliers. Specifically, if the node µj1,N is closer to a cluster of outliers than to the main
part of the data cloud, the associated weight θj1,N will be small. Figure 2 (a,c) gives an illustration of this
phenomenon by simulations. For each sample size I ranging from 1000 to 20000, we generate I ´ 10 points
close to a 3{4 part of a unit circle and 10 outliers from N2p0, 0.052I2ˆ2q. We show these points with I “ 5000
by grey points in Figure 2 (a). We estimate a 0.05-WAJ by HDMDE. In each simulation with a given I, only
one node in the 0.05-WAJ, defined as ÝÑµ out, is located in the outlier cluster (in the ball tx : }x}R2 ă 0.2u).
We denote the weight associated with ÝÑµ out by θout, and denote the average of other weights 1N´1
ř
j‰out θj,N
by θ´out. The ratio θout{θ´out measures the influence of ÝÑµ out compared to that of other µj,N . The lower
the ratio is, the more negligible ÝÑµ out is in the 0.05-WAJ. Figure 2 (c) shows that θout{θ´out is small and
decreases drastically as the sample size I increases. Hence, the point ÝÑµ out representing the 10 outliers has
a negligible effect and this effect decreases as I increases.
5 Principal Manifold Estimation Algorithm
Based on Theorem 4.2, we show in this section that we may replace P in Kλ,P with its WAJ, say PN “řN
j“1 θj,Nδµj,N , at a given confidence level α (for simplicity, we write N instead of Nα, omitting α). Applying
(3.2) with P “ PN , we obtain fpn`1q “ arg inffPC8Ş∇´2L2pRdÑRDqKλ,PN pf, fpnqq with
Kλ,PN pf, fpnqq “
Dÿ
l“1
#
Nÿ
j“1
θj,N
ˇˇˇ
µj,N,l ´ fl
´
pifpnq pµj,N q
¯ˇˇˇ2 ` λ ››∇2fl››2L2pRdq
+
, (5.1)
where µj,N,l is the l
th component of the D-vector µj,N , the underlined index l denotes a vector component
index. We define notations: (i) If ν is an even integer, ηνptq “ }t}νRd log p}t}Rdq when }t}Rd ‰ 0 and ηνptq “ 0
when }t}Rd “ 0; otherwise, ηνptq “ }t}νRd . (ii) Poly1rts denotes the linear space of polynomials on Rd
with degree ď 1, let tpkud`1k“1 be a base of Poly1rts. The following theorem shows that the minimizer of
Kλ,PN p¨, fpnqq in C8
Ş∇´2L2 is of a spline form.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose fpnq P C8pRd Ñ RDq, d ď 3 and each polynomial in Poly1rts is uniquely determined
by its values on set C “ tpifpnq pµj,N quNj“1. Then a minimizer of Kλ,PN p¨, fpnqq within C8
Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq
is of the following form.
fpn`1q,lptq “
Nÿ
j“1
sj,l ˆ η4´d
´
t´ pifpnqpµj,N q
¯
`
d`1ÿ
k“1
αk,l ˆ pkptq, l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , D, (5.2)
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with constraint
řN
j“1 sj,l ˆ pk
´
pifpnq pµj,N q
¯
“ 0, for all k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d` 1 and l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , D.
Proof of Theorem 5.1 is in Appendix 11.2. The reason for dimension restriction d ď 3 is that ∇´2L2pRdq is a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space only if d ď 3 (Wahba (1990), Chapter 2.4). For the purpose of visualization,
the intrinsic dimension d ď 3 is not restrictive. When d “ 1, (5.2) is a weighted cubic spline. When d “ 2,
(5.2) is a weighted thin plate spline. Let
(i) T define an N ˆ pd` 1q matrix whose pi, jqth element is pj
´
pifpnq pµi,N q
¯
;
(ii) µl “ pµ1,N,l, ¨ ¨ ¨ , µN,N,lqT , αl “ pα1,l, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αd`1,lqT , and sl “ ps1,l, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sN,lqT for l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , D;
(iii) E is a N ˆN matrix whose pi, jqth element is η4´d
´
pifpnqpµi,N q ´ pifpnqpµj,N q
¯
;
(iv) W “ diagpθ1,N , θ2,N , ¨ ¨ ¨ , θN,N q.
From Theorem 5.1 and a calculation strategy from Wahba (1990), it follows that minimizing (5.1) with
respect to f P C8Ş∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq is equivalent to
arg inf
slPRN ,αlPRd`1
"›››W1{2 pµl ´Esl ´Tαlq›››2
RN
` λ
›››E1{2sl›››2
RN
: TT sl “ 0
*
, l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , D. (5.3)
Using the Lagrange multiplier method we can obtain the solution to (5.3) by solving the following.
¨˚
˚˝˚˚2EWE` 2λE 2EWT T
2TTWE 2TTWT 0
TT 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ sl
αl
ml
‹˛‹‹‹‚“
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 2EWµl
2TTWµl
0
‹˛‹‹‹‚, l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , D, (5.4)
where ml are Lagrange multipliers. The coefficient matrix in (5.4) is symmetric, somewhat sparse, and of
order N`2d`2. Since N is moderate in most applications (see Figure 2), solving (5.4) is not computationally
expensive. When the tuning parameter λ Ñ 8, (5.4) implies sl “ 0 and (5.2) implies that fpnq is an affine
function for all n “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . The steps of our proposed PME algorithm are presented as Algorithm 1.
While a rigorous proof of the convergence of Algorithm 1 is outside of the scope of this article, the algorithm
converged in hundreds of simulation studies and when applying it to analyze the cancer imaging data.
We propose to choose the tuning parameter λ in Algorithm 1. Combined with the data reduction
method in Section 4, this choice completes the model complexity selection in PME. We view tµj,NuNj“1 as
training data with weights and the original data txiuIi“1 as the test set. As an example, in Figure 2, the
orange dots with their weights are the training data, and the grey points are the test set. The optimal λ
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Algorithm 1 PME Algorithm:
Input: (i) Data points txiuIi“1 Ă RD, (ii) tuning parameter λ ě 0, (iii) pN0, α, , ˚q P Nˆ p0, 1q3.
Output: An analytic expression of the Rd Ñ RD map fˆ determining the fitted manifold Md
fˆ
.
1: Apply HDMDE algorithm with input
`txiuIi“1, N0, , α˘ and obtain N , tµj,NuNj“1, and tθˆj,NuNj“1.
2: Initialization:
(i) Apply ISOMAP to parameterize tµj,NuNj“1 by d-dimensional parameters ttjuNj“1.
(ii) Formally set pifp0q pµj,N q Ð tj and obtain fp1q by solving (5.4). E Ð 2ˆ ˚ and nÐ 1.
3: while E ě ˚ do
4: Compute fpn`1q from fpnq by solving (5.4).
5: Compute Dk “ řNj“1 θˆj,N}µj,N ´ fpkqppifpkqpµj,N qq}2RD for k “ n, n` 1.
6: E Ð
ˇˇˇ
Dn`1´Dn
Dn
ˇˇˇ
and nÐ n` 1.
7: end while
8: fˆ Ð fpnq. The analytic expression of fˆ is from (5.2).
is the one minimizing the test MSD. Explicitly, let fˆλ define the map fitted using Algorithm 1 with fixed
λ, then the optimal λ˚ is arg infλě0
řI
i“1 }xi ´ fˆλppifˆλ pxiqq}2RD . We conduct this minimization within the
set texppkq : k “ ´15,´14, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5u of size 20, and the corresponding minimizer is referred to as the 20-trial
optimal tuning parameter.
6 Simulations
In this section, we compare the PME algorithm to existing methods for simulated data in the follow-
ing three scenarios with dimension pairs pd “ 1, D “ 2q, pd “ 1, D “ 3q, and pd “ 2, D “ 3q. Simulation
analyses in this section are implemented in the R software (R Core Team (2019)). The code is available
upon request from the authors. For the first two dimension pairs, we compare PME to two methods: (i)
The HS principal curve algorithm using the R function principal curve in package princurve. Three
smoother options - smooth spline, lowess, and periodic lowess - are provided in this R function. In
each simulation, we try all the three smoothers and apply the one producing the smallest MSD defined by
Kpfq :“ 1I
řI
i“1 }xi ´ f ppif pxiqq}2RD . (ii) ISOMAP-induced method: we apply ISOMAP (using the R func-
tion isomap) to parameterize all the D-dimensional data points txiuIi“1 by 1-dimensional parameters ttiuIi“1,
then an ISOMAP-induced curve fitting xi is given by arg infC8
Ş∇´2L2pR1ÑRDq !Kpfq ` λ}∇2f}2L2pRdq). This
minimum is reached by cubic splines. No iteration is conducted for the ISOMAP-induced method. For
pd “ 2, D “ 3q, we compare the PME to ISOMAP-induced surfaces (defined in the same way as that of
ISOMAP-induced curves and the corresponding minimum is reached by thin plate splines) and the principal
surface (PS) algorithm introduced by Yue et al. (2016). The optimal number of basis functions in PS is ob-
tained by the new cross-validation method proposed by Yue et al. (2016). The R function for PS is provided
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by the first author of Yue et al. (2016). For all the scenarios, the performance measurement of a fitted f is
the MSD Kpfq. The tuning parameter λ applied in each PME is the 20-trial best tuning parameter. The
same tuning parameter is also used in the corresponding ISOMAP-induced method to make the comparison
fair. For each method in each case, we run 100 simulations with simulated data sets of size I “ 1000 and
summarize the simulation results in Tables 1 and 2. The column defined by ”itr” in the tables shows the
number of iterations conducted for each algorithm. The visualizations of results for some example curves
and surfaces are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Except for the ISOMAP-induced method, all methods take less
than ten minutes to run in each simulation in all cases on a PC with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 processor
and 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 memory. Further optimization of authors’ R code for the PME algorithm should
make the proposed PME more efficient.
Table 1: MSD comparison: d “ 1 and D “ 2. (The unit of mean and sd is 10´3)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Methods itr mean sd itr mean sd itr mean sd itr mean sd
PME 20 5.995 0.4082 100 40.77 1.682 10 10.09 0.6029 5 23.66 1.082
HS 300 28.33 8.690 200 351.8 8.702 100 12.96 0.4344 5 24.21 1.120
ISOMAP 1 5.712 0.3297 1 40.97 1.802 1 10.12 0.4171 1 23.50 0.8739
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3: Illustration of simulation settings. In each setting, data (in grey) are generated as follows:
(a) a 1{4 part of one slice of a CT data set presented in Section 8 is used with added Gaussian noise;
(b) pX|T “ tq „ N2pt, 0.2I2ˆ2q, T “ pτ, sin τqT and τ „ Unifp´3pi, 3piq; (c) pX|T “ tq „ N2pt, 0.1I2ˆ2q,
T “ pcos τ, sin τqT and τ „ Unifp0, 1.5piq; (d) pX|T “ tq „ N2pt, 0.15I2ˆ2q, T “ pτ, cos τqT and τ „ Np0, 1q.
Table 2: MSD comparison: d “ 1, 2 and D “ 3. (The unit of mean and sd is 10´3)
d “ 1 (a) (b) d “ 2
Methods itr mean sd itr mean sd Methods itr mean sd
PME 100 18.58 0.6023 100 5.840 1.061 PME 10 2.522 0.1138
HS 200 21.23 0.6294 500 722.5 2.808 PS 10 2.520 0.1137
ISOMAP 1 19.52 0.6163 1 12.28 0.4435 ISOMAP 1 2.496 0.1103
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Figure 4: Illustration of 3 examples from the simulation studies. In each case the data are generated
as follows: (a) in color, pX|T “ tq „ N3pt, 0.1I3ˆ3q, T “ pτ, τ2, τ3qT , τ „ Unifp´1, 1q. (b) in color,
pX|T “ tq „ N3pt, 0.05I3ˆ3q, T “ pτ, cos τ, sin τqT , τ „ Unifppi{2, 6piq. The three lower panels share the
same data (in grey) pX|T “ tq „ N3pt, 0.05I3ˆ3q, T “
`
τ1,
1
2pτ2 `
?
3pτ21 ` τ22 qq, 12pτ21 ` τ22 ´
?
3q˘T and
τ1, τ2 „iid Unifp´1, 1q.
Simulation results: (i) For (d “ 1, D “ 2), Figure 3 (a),(b) show that PME performs much better than
HS. Figure 3 (c),(d) show that PME performs slightly better than HS. PME and the ISOMAP-induced
method perform similarly well for all four cases. The noticeable difference between the PME and ISOMAP
performance is visible only near the tails of the data cloud. Table 1 supports our conclusions. (ii) For
(d “ 1, D “ 3), Figure 4 (a) shows that all the three methods perform similarly well. Figure 4 (b) shows
that PME and the ISOMAP-induced method seem to perform similarly well and both of them perform much
better than HS. Table 2 shows that PME performs better than either HS and the ISOMAP-induced method.
The reason that PME is better than ISOMAP-induced method is that PME takes many iteration steps while
the ISOMAP-induced method takes only one step. (iii) For (d “ 2, D “ 3), the lower panels of Figure 4
and Table 2 show that PME, PS and the ISOMAP-induced method perform equally well. In conclusion,
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PME performs either significantly or marginally better than HS across all simulations. Additionally, PME
is not inferior to the ISOMAP-induced method. However, the ISOMAP-induced method is extremely time
consuming in all scenarios compared to other methods. If we increase the size of simulated data sets, applying
the ISOMAP-induced method becomes infeasible. The time cost of PME does not noticeably increase as
the sample size increases, which is partially implied by Figure 2 (b).
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Figure 5: In (a), the black points denote CT scan data points on the surface of a tumor. We partition this
data set into several pieces and apply PME to each piece. The fitted surfaces (in grey) are shown overlaid
on these black points. In (b), the fitted surfaces are presented in color. However, gaps result from the
difference between adjacent surfaces, such as the one between surfaces f1 and f2. (c) gives an illustration of
this issue in the 2-dimensional space. Curve f1 (red) fits the data in regions I and II, and curve f2 (blue)
fits the data in regions II and III.
7 Closed Manifold Estimation and Interior Identification
Fitting closed manifolds, such as closed cylinders, is an unsolved problem in the context of the algorithm
proposed by Yue et al. (2016). In addition, identifying the interior part of a closed manifold is of interest in
many applications, e.g., radiation therapy (see Section 8). We propose solutions to these two problems in
this section.
7.1 Gluing: Closed Manifold Estimation
We start with the problem of tumor surface fitting. The PME algorithm does not directly apply to fitting a
closed manifold such as the tumor surface. Therefore, we generalize the PME algorithm to apply for closed
manifold estimation by data partitioning. In the tumor surface estimation problem, we partition the CT
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pPd ˝ fq´1 pζq “ t
Ò
The parameter space of Mdf
Rdt
f : Rd Ñ RD
fptqRD´d
Rdζ
RD
Pd
Pd ˝ fptq “ ζ
Ò
Mdf
pPd ˝ fq´1
Figure 6: Illustration of Pd, pPd ˝ fq´1, t-sytem Rdt , and ζ-system Rdζ .
data of a tumor to several pieces and fit a surface to each piece. Then we put the fitted surfaces together
(see Figure 5). The problem of this scheme is that, because of the random error, there is always a gap
between two adjacent fitted surfaces, e.g., the gap between f1 and f2 in Figure 5. We propose an algorithm
to remove this gap - gluing f1 and f2. For illustration of the proposed idea, we consider the problem in
2-dimensional space. Z “ tzkuKk“1 denotes the data observed within the region II (in grey) in Figure 5 (c).
By gluing f1 and f2 in region II, we define the procedure of assigning weights to them within region II to
obtain a connected smooth curve. The region II is called a gluing region.
We now propose a formal framework for gluing surfaces in high-dimensions. Define a projecting map
from RD to Rd by Pd pξ1, ξ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξDq “ pξ1, ξ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξdq. Let f P C
`
Rd Ñ RD˘, then Pd ˝ f is a continuous
Rd Ñ Rd map. The inverse pPd˝fq´1, if it exists, is a coordinate transform from the ζ-system to t-system (see
Figure 6). However, this inverse does not necessarily exist. The existence of pPd ˝ fq´1 follows from the fact
that, using a rotation, Mdf is approximately parallel to the hyperplane Rdζ “ tpζ1, ζ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζd, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0quζiPR in
the gluing region. This approximate parallelism can be achieved by applying rotations. Choose two points
ξ1, ξ2 in Z to determine the proper orientation of a rotation. Explicitly, at a point closer to ξ1 than to ξ2,
we expect to assign a larger weight to f1 than to f2, vice versa. Let R define the rotation matrix obtained
using the PCA decomposition of Z. If pRξ1qg ą pRξ2qg, we replace the gth row Rg with ´Rg and still
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denote this rotation matrix as R, where pRξiqg denotes the gth component of vector Rξi, and Rg denotes
the gth row of R. Let κ be a univariate function satisfying κp0q “ 1, κp1q “ 0 and 0 ď κpζq ď 1 for all
ζ P R. One suggested κ is shown in Figure 8. Let g P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , du indicate the gluing direction: κ is applied
to the gth axis of the ζ-system. Then we glue f1 and f2 using the following equation.
Gf1,f2pζq “ Kpζgq ˆ f1
´
pPd ˝ pRf1qq´1 pζq
¯
` p1´Kpζgqq ˆ f2
´
pPd ˝ pRf2qq´1 pζq
¯
, (7.1)
Kpζgq “ κ
˜
ζg ´
`
2
3BL ` 13BU
˘
1
3pBU ´BLq
¸
, ζ P Uf1,f2 “
dź
l“1
ˆ
inf
k
pRzkql, sup
k
pRzkql
˙
,
where ζ “ pζ1, ζ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζdqT , BL “ infkpRzkqg, BU “ supkpRzkqg, and K results in smooth weights. Then
we replace manifolds f1 and f2 in the gluing region with Gpf1, f2,Zq :“ tGf1,f2pζq : ζ P Uf1,f2u. The
performance of this gluing technique is shown in Figure 8. We fit a closed manifold to data generated from
a punched sphere with added noise in Figure 7 (a). The fitting procedure is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Fitting a punched sphere:
1: Apply ISOMAP to parameterize 3D data points txiu10000i“1 by 2D parameters ttiu10000i“1 , i.e., xi ÞÑisomap ti.
2: Let τi denote the angle component of the polar coordinate of ti. Define Zk :“ txi : pk´1qpi6 ď τi ă kpi6 u.
Then we get the data partition txiu10000i“1 “
Ť6
k“1Zk (see Figure 7 (b,c)).
3: Fit a surface fk to data points in Zk
ŤZk`1 using PME algorithm for k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, where Z7 “ Z1.
4: Fitted surface to xi is
Ť6
k“1 Gpfk, fk`1,Zk`1q and shown in Figure 7 (d), where gluing direction g “ 2
and f7 “ f1.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Õ
Zk´1 Õ
Zk
Ð Zk`1
Figure 7: An example simulation study, where 10000 data points are generated from psin τ1ˆ cos τ2, sin τ1ˆ
sin τ2, cos τ1qT ` pe1, e2, e3qT , where τ1 „ Unifppi{4, 3pi{4q, τ2 „ Unifp0, 2piq, and e1, e2, e3 „iid Np0, 0.05q.
(a) presents the data, (b) shows a 2D parameterization of the data that was partitioned, the points are
colored according to the partition, (c) shows the partition of data in 3D, (d) shows the fitted manifold (in
color) overlaid on data (in grey).
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Ð κpζq “ 1´ 3ζ2 ` 2ζ3,
if 0 ă ζ ă 1;
“ 1, if ζ ď 1;
“ 0, if ζ ą 1.
f1ptq “
`
t, t2 ` 2˘ Ñ
Ð f2ptq “
`
t, t2 ´ 2˘
Ð Gpf1, f2,Zq
(a) (b)
ξ1‹
ξ2‹
(c) (d)
ξ1‹
‹ξ2
Ð f1ptq“
`
t1, t2 ´ 1, t22
˘
,
Ð data points Z “ tziu20000i“1
Ð f2ptq“
`
t1, t2 ` 1, t22
˘
,
Gpf1, f2,Zq Ñ
Figure 8: Performance of the gluing technique for pd “ 1, D “ 2q and pd “ 2, D “ 3q. Data points
Z “ tzku2000k“1 in (b) are from pτ, τ2qT ` pe1, e2qT , where τ „ Unifp1, 4q and e1, e2 „iid Np0, 1q. Data
points zk in (c,d) are from pτ1, τ2, τ21 ` τ22 qT ` pe1, e2, e3qT , where τ1 „ Unifp2, 4q, τ2 „ Unifp2, 6q, and
e1, e2, e3 „iid Np0, 0.2q. In (b), the gluing direction g “ 1. In (c,d), g “ 2 as the gluing direction is applied
along the short edge of the data rectangle.
7.2 Interior Identification
In many applications, the target is not the surface of an object, but the interior part of it. For example,
radiation therapists are interested in the interior part of a tumor, which contains malignant cells. In
this subsection, we propose an interior identification method based on PME. We first propose the interior
identification with respect to a non-closed manifold Mdf , where f is an Rd Ñ RD map. Let ÝÑn ptq denote
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a normal vector of Mdf at point fptq. For example, ÝÑn ptq “
´
´df2dt ptq, df1dt ptq
¯T
when d “ 1 and D “ 2,
and ÝÑn ptq “
´Bf2
Bt1
Bf3
Bt2 ´ Bf3Bt1 Bf2Bt2 , Bf3Bt1 Bf1Bt2 ´ Bf1Bt1 Bf3Bt2 , Bf1Bt1 Bf2Bt2 ´ Bf2Bt1 Bf1Bt2
¯T
when d “ 2 and D “ 3. Computing the
normal vectors is possible since we have the analytic formula (5.2). For a fixed point ξ P RD, Oritpξ, fq :“
sgn
´
pf ppif pξqq ´ ξqT ÝÑn ppif pξqq
¯
is called the orientation of ξ with respect to f , where sgnp¨q is the sign
function. Let c˚ be a pre-given point indicating the interior side of Mdf . It is called the reference point. Then
all the points in RD sharing the same orientation with c˚ are identified as interior points, i.e. the interior
part of Mdf is estimated by I pf, c˚q :“
 
ξ P RD : Oritpξ, fq ˆOritpc˚, fq ą 0(. The geometric illustration
is shown in Figure 9 (a).
c˚
f ppif pc˚qq Ñ
ÝÑn ppif pc˚qq
xint
f ppif pxintqq Ñ
ÝÑn ppif pxintqq
xext
ÝÑn ppif pxextqq
f ppif pxextqq Ñ
(a) (b)
Figure 9: A simulation example, where 10000 data points are from psin τ1 ˆ cos τ2, sin τ1 ˆ sin τ2, cos τ1qT ,
with τ1 „ Unifppi{4, 3pi{4q, τ2 „ Unifp0, 2piq. The colored points indicate the ξj identified as interior of the
punched sphere. The grid-points outside
Ť
k
!śD
l“1pinfzPZk zl, supzPZk zlq
)
are omitted. Since we know the
”true” sphere, the interior/exterior labels of ξj are known. The identification error rate is ă 0.1%.
Secondly, we explain the interior identification for closed manifolds by an example in Figure 9 (b). The
data points are simulated from a punched sphere (grey points). The reference point c˚ is the centroid of
sphere. The points to be identified are grid-points ξj , such as the colored points in Figure 9 (b). We
partition the simulated data set into several subsets Zk with the same method used in Algorithm 2, and
fit a fk to data in Zk
ŤZk`1 for all k using PME. Then both fk and fk`1 fit Zk`1. For each ξj P
RD, if ξj R Ťk !śDl“1pinfzPZk zl, supzPZk zlq) “the union of boxes containing Zk’s, then ξj is identified as
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exterior. Otherwise, ξj P śDl“1pinfzPZk`1 zl, supzPZk`1 zlq “: Boxk for some k. There are three possible
scenarios: (i) ξj P I pfk, c˚qŞ I pfk`1, c˚q, then ξj is identified as interior and labeled by int; (ii) ξj R
I pfk, c˚qŤ I pfk`1, c˚q, then ξj is identified as exterior and labeled by ext; (iii) ξj satisfies neither the
previous two scenarios, then we identify ξj by applying 10-nearest neighborhood classifier to the labeled
training set tpξq, labqq : q ‰ j, ξq P Boxk and ξq satisfies scenario (i) or (ii)u, where labq P tint, extu is the
label of ξq.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 10: The black points in column (a) denote the CT data of two tumors. The colored points in column
(b) denote the points to be identified. The colored points in column (c,d) denote the points identified as
interior of the tumors. The last two columns show different angles of the tumors.
8 Analysis of Lung Cancer Tumor Data
In this section, we consider the problem of tumor surface estimation using computed tomography (CT) scans
collected from patients with lung cancer and identification of tumor interior in the context of radiation
therapy. We analyzed two tumor data sets from a publicly available database collected for 422 patients
with non-small cell lung cancer at the MAASTRO Clinic (Maastricht, The Netherlands) and available
at http://www.cancerimagingarchive.net/. Spiral CT scans of the thoracic region with a 3mm slice
thickness are obtained for each study participant. In addition, the masks of the tumor hand segmented by
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a radiologist are provided in the database. The result of the hand segmentation is a collection of voxels
(3-dimensional counterparts of pixels) in 3D space marked by the radiologist as points on the surface of the
tumor. The details on imaging parameters are available on the website and the references provided therein
and are not repeated in this section. The vertices of the tumors for the 2 participants are presented in Figure
10. Given that we only have a collection of points on the surface of the tumor, it is necessary to estimate
the smooth surface of the tumor fitted to the manually selected vertices on the surface of the tumor. In
addition to estimating the tumor surface, it may be of interest to identify the interior area of the tumor.
For example, in radiation therapy, ionizing radiation is used to control or kill cancer cells. To avoid harming
healthy tissue with unnecessary doses of radiation, identifying the interior region of a tumor is important.
Since the geographic shape of the tumors is similar to a punched sphere we apply the same procedures as
in the example in Subsection 7.2 to identify the interior part of these tumors.
The interior identification result is shown in Figure 10. Visually, we observe that the proposed method
can properly identify the interior points of a tumor, which are targets of radiation. In addition, we use a
very simple approach to identify tumor interior points given the surface voxels provided by the radiologists
and to obtain a rough estimate of the validity of our proposed interior identification method. By its nature,
the CT data is a collection of grid points in a 3D box defined by rXL, XU s ˆ rYL, YU s ˆ rZL, ZU s along
with the intensities of all voxels in this grid. Suppose the set of tumor surface voxel coordinates is denoted
by X “ tξ “ pξ1, ξ2, ξ3qu, then X Ă rXL, XU s ˆ rYL, YU s ˆ rZL, ZU s. Without loss of generality, we set
XL :“ infξPX ξ1, XU :“ supξPX ξ1, YL, YU , ZL, and ZU , are defined similarly and assume the collection of
points in X are given in an increasing order for each of the three coordinates. Let Xk “ tξkj uJj“1 be the
collection of data points in the kth slice of the CT scan (all the superscripts k in this section indicate the kth
slice). All the points in Xk share the same Z-coordinate zk P rZL, ZU s. To identify the interior of the tumor
in the rectangle rXL, XU s ˆ rYL, YU s ˆ tzku, e.g. the rectangles in Figure 11, we use a linear interpolation
to connect consecutive points ξkj “ pξk1 , ξk2 , zkq and ξkj`1 “ pξk1 , ξk2 ` 1, zkq. As a result, we obtain a piecewise
linear and closed curve Ck. The curve Ck (the blue curves in Figure 11) roughly indicates the boundary of the
tumor in this slice. For any xk P rXL, XU s, let tη1, η2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u be the union of the line segment txku ˆ rYL, YU s
and Ck (the blue dots in Figure 11). The points on line segments of the following convex combination form
are identified as interior of the tumor.
tλη2l´1 ` p1´ λqη2l : λ P r0, 1su , l “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , (8.1)
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These are subsets of txku ˆ rYL, YU s, i.e. the solid red line segments in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Left: a single slice from the CT the data for one subject (presented in the upper panels of Figure
10). Right: a single slice from the CT the data for one subject (presented in the lower panels of Figure 10).
Finally, for each candidate point, we compare the labels given by the rough approximation approach
proposed in (8.1) and that of our proposed PME based interior identification method. For the two tumor
datasets presented in Figure 10, 95.4% of the the candidate points are given the same labels by these two
identification method for subject 1 (top panel) and 97.1% for subject 2 (lower panel). Hence, we conclude
that these two identification methods perform similarly for the candidate points in our data. However, the
naive approximation given this section has major shortcomings, e.g. if the number of points identified by
the hand segmentation is small the linear segmentation will result in a poor estimate of the tumor surface
leading to a poor performance in interior/exterior classification, in addition, any outlier surface voxels will
potentially have major negative effects on the classifier while our proposed PME approach is robust to the
effects of outliers. Even though the proposed naive approach has these limitations, we considered comparing
it to our proposed approach as we have no gold standard classifier to illustrate the performance of our
proposed algorithm.
9 Conclusions
In this article, we proposed a framework of principal manifolds for arbitrary intrinsic dimensions d P N using
function spaces of Sobolev type. This framework was mainly motivated by Ke´gl et al. (2000) and Smola
et al. (2001). A Sobolev embedding theorem guarantees the regularity of principal manifolds. To reduce
the computational cost and the influence of outliers, and to select model complexity, we proposed a data
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reduction method based on the concept of joints. Eloyan and Ghosh (2011) motivated this data reduction
method. Based on this data reduction method, we developed the PME algorithm to estimate the newly
proposed principal manifolds with intrinsic dimension d ď 3. Additionally, we proposed a gluing technique
for estimating closed manifolds.
We used simulations to compare the PME algorithm to existing methods for scenarios with dimension
pairs pd “ 1, D “ 2q, pd “ 1, D “ 3q, and pd “ 2, D “ 3q. These simulations illustrate that PME performs
better than HS and the ISOMAP-induced method in many scenarios in the sense of minimizing MSD.
Additionally, the ISOMAP-induced method is too computationally expensive compared to PME. PME is
not inferior to PS. However, PS is only defined for d “ 2. We applied the PME algorithm to radiation
therapy by identifying the interior points of tumors, which are targets of ionizing radiation.
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11 Appendix
11.1 High dimensional mixture density estimate
In Section 4, we define a joint sequence tPNuNPN of p by the approximation limNÑ8 PN ˚ ψσN “ p, where
PN “ řNj“1 θj,Nδµj,N . In this subsection, we propose the referred HDMDE algorithm to estimate µj,N , σN
and θj,N for each fixed N . Then the choice of Nα is given by (4.3).
11.1.1 A suggested choice of µj,N and σN
Partition txiuIi“1 to N clusters by k-means clustering. Then let tµj,NuNj“1 be the centers of these clus-
ters. Suppose data points in the jth cluster are txj,luLjl“1, then an estimate of σN is given by σˆN “´
1
D ˆ 1N
řN
j“1
!
1
Lj
řLj
l“1 }xj,l ´ µj,N}2RD
)¯1{2
. If txj,luLjl“1 are iid ND
`
µj,N , σ
2
NIDˆD
˘
for j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ,
then σˆ2N is an unbiased estimator of σ
2
N .
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11.1.2 Estimate θN using EM algorithm
Based on Subsection 11.1.1, we assume that µj,N and σN are known. For simplicity, we omit N - de-
note pθj,N , µj,N , θN q by pθj , µj , θq. The ideas for estimating θj are: (i) we view txiuIi“1 as from ppx|θq “řN
j“1 θjψσN px´ µjq and estimate θj by likelihood maximization, which will be conducted by the EM al-
gorithm; (ii) we expect pp¨|θq and p share the same mean and add an extra constraint şRD xppx|θqdx “řN
j“1 θjµj “ x “ 1I
řI
i“1 xi. From these ideas, we derive an iteration estimating θj . Let Zi be indepen-
dent random variables taking values in t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu and satisfying pXi|θ, Zi “ ziq „ ψσN pxi ´ µziq dxi,
pZi|θq „ θzi
řN
j“1 δjpdziq for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , I, where δj is the point mass at j. Then
pXi, Ziq|θ „ θziψσN pxi ´ µziq
˜
dxi b
Nÿ
j“1
δtjupdziq
¸
,
P pZi “ j|θ,Xi “ xiq “ θj ˆ ψσN pxi ´ µziqřN
j1“1 θj1 ˆ ψσN pxi ´ µziq
“: wijpθq.
The complete likelihood of tpXi, ZiquIi“1 with respect to product measure
śI
i“1
!
dxi břNj“1 δtjupdziq) is
LCpθ|x, zq “śIi“1 θziψσN pxi ´ µziq. For a fixed θpkq P ΘN , the E-step of EM algorithm gives
Q
´
θ|θpkq
¯
“ E
´
logLCpθ|X,Zq
ˇˇˇ
X “ x, θpkq
¯
“
Iÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
!
wijpθpkqq log pψσN pxi ´ µziqq ` wijpθpkqq log θj
)
.
Recalling
ş
RD xppx|θqdx “ x and
řN
j“1 θj “ 1, we have the Lagrangian
Qλpθ|θpkqq “ Qpθ|θpkqq ` λ1
˜
1´
Nÿ
j“1
θj
¸
` λT2
˜
x´
Nÿ
j“1
θjµj
¸
, for λ1 P R1, λ2 P RD.
By taking derivatives, we have
BQλ
Bθj “
1
θj
Iÿ
i“1
wijpθpkqq ´ λ1 ´ λT2 µj “ 0, for j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ,
BQλ
Bλ1 “ 1´
Nÿ
j“1
θj “ 0, BQλBλ2 “ x´
Nÿ
j“1
θjµj “ 0
These equations result in the nonlinear system:
θj “
řI
i“1wijpθpkqq
λ1 ` λT2 µj
,
Nÿ
j“1
p
řI
i“1wijpθpkqq
λ1 ` λT2 µj
q “ 1,
Nÿ
j“1
p
řI
i“1wijpθpkqq
λ1 ` λT2 µj
qµj “ x, for j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N .
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The solution to this system is a triplet pθpk`1qj , λˆ1, λˆ2q given by
pλˆ1, λˆ2q “ arg inf
λ1PR,λ2PRD
$&%
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
˜řI
i“1wijpθpkqq
λ1 ` λT2 µj
¸
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
`
››››› Nÿ
j“1
˜řI
i“1wijpθpkqq
λ1 ` λT2 µj
¸
µj ´ x
›››››
2
RD
,.- ,
θ
pk`1q
j “
řI
i“1wijpθpkqq
λˆ1 ` λˆT2 µj
, j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N. (11.1)
The iteration estimating θj is given by (11.1). This procedure is concluded in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 HDMDE Algorithm
Input: (i) Data points txiuIi“1 Ă RD, (ii) N0 P N, (iii) , α P p0, 1q.
Output: Nα, σNα , tµj,NαuNαj“1, and tθˆj,NαuNαj“1 in the density pNαpx|θˆNαq “
řNα
j“1 θˆj,Nα ˆ ψσNα px´ µj,Nαq.
1: N Ð N0 and formally ZI,N Ð 2ˆ z1´α{2.
2: Estimate µj,N and σN with the method in Subsection 11.1.1.
3: Apply the iteration (11.1) with θ
p0q
j,N “ 1{N for j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N and get a sequence tθpkqN uk. Set θˆN “ θpk
˚q
N
with k˚ “ arg inftk : supj |θpk`1qj,N ´ θpkqj,N | ă u.
4: Compute pN pxi|θˆN q “ řNj“1 θˆj,N ˆ ψσN pxi ´ µj,N q for all i.
5: while |ZI,N | ě z1´α{2 do
6: N Ð N ` 1.
7: Repeat the steps 2, 3, 4 and compute ZI,N defined in Section 4.
8: end while
11.2 Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Since lim}t}RdÑ8 }fptq}RD “ 8, DM ą 0 such that }x´ fptq}RD ą 1` distpx, fq
for }t}Rd ą M . Then distpx, fq “ inftPBdp0,Mq }x ´ fptq}RD , where Bdp0,Mq “
 
t P Rd : }t}Rd ďM
(
. The
compactness of Bdp0,Mq implies that Dt˚ P Bdp0,Mq so that distpx, fq “ }x ´ fpt˚q}RD , then Af pxq
is nonempty. Af pxq “
 
t P Bdp0,Mq : }x´ fptq}RD ď distpx, fq
(“ Bdp0,MqŞ f´1 `BD px, distpx, fqq˘,
where BD px, distpx, fqq “
 
x1 P RD : }x´ x1}RD ď distpx, fq
(
and f´1
`
BD px, distpx, fqq
˘
is closed as f
is continuous. The boundedness and closedness of Bdp0,Mq implies that Af pxq is compact. ˝
Lemma 11.1. Suppose p is bounded and uniformly continuous on RD, ψ is non-negative with
ş
ψ “ 1.
Then limσÑ0 }p ˚ ψσ ´ p}L8pRDq “ 0, where p ˚ ψσpxq “
ş
RD ppµq ˆ 1σDψ
`
x´µ
σ
˘
dµ.
Proof. For any  ą 0, DR ą 0 so that ş|y|ąR ψpyqdy ă {p4}p}L8pRDqq. Since p is uniformly continu-
ous, Dδ ą 0 so that }pp¨ ´ ∆q ´ pp¨q}L8pRDq ă {2 for |∆| ă δ. For any x P RD, |p ˚ ψσpxq ´ ppxq| ďş
|y|ąR`
ş
|y|ďR |ppx´ σyq ´ ppxq|ψpyqdy “: I ` II. Since I ď 2}p}L8pRDq
ş
|y|ąR ψpyqdy ă {2 and II ď
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ş
|y|ďR }pp¨ ´ σyq ´ pp¨q}L8pRDq ψpyqdy ă {2 for σ ă δ{R, the desired result follows. ˝
Proof of Theorem 4.1: Let θj,N “
ş
Aj,N
ppµqdu, then ş p “ 1 implies θN P ΘN . We have the decomposition
pN px|θN q “ p ˚ ψσN pxq `
Nÿ
j“1
ż
Aj,N
Ş
suppppq
ppµq rψσN px´ µj,N q ´ ψσN px´ µqs dµ “: IN pxq ` IIN pxq.
Since p is continuous with a compact support, p is bounded and uniformly continuous. Lemma 11.1 implies
limNÑ8 }p ˚ ψσN ´ p}L8pRDq “ 0. Additionally, |IIN pxq| ď sup t|ψσN px1q ´ ψσN px2q| : }x1 ´ x2}RD ď dNu
for N ą Ns implies limNÑ8 }IIN}L8pRDq “ 0. Therefore }pN p¨|θN q ´ p}L8pRDq ď }p ˚ ψσN ´ p}L8pRDq `
}IIN}L8pRDq Ñ 0 as N Ñ8. ˝
Proof of Theorem 4.2: Since p and ψ enjoy bounded support and tµj,NuNj“1 Ă suppppq for all N P N,
there exists an M ą 0 so that p, ψσN p¨´µj,N q, and pN p¨|θN q “
řN
j“1 θj,NψσN p¨´µj,N q are supported in the
closed ball Bp0,Mq :“ tx :P RD : }x}RD ďMu for all N P N. Then |Kλ,PN pfq ´Kλ,ppfq| ď HN ` IN , where
HN :“
« 8ÿ
j“1
˜
sup
N 1:N 1ěj
θj,N 1
¸
ˆ `Hj˚,N `H˚˚j,N˘ˆ 1jďN
ff
,
Hj˚,N :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bp0,Mq
}x´ f ppif pxqq}2RD
“
ψσN px´ µj,N qdx´ δµj pdxq
‰ˇˇˇˇˇ ď 2ˆ sup
xPBp0,Mq
}x´ f ppif pxqq}2RD ,
H˚˚j,N :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bp0,Mq
}x´ f ppif pxqq}2RD
“
δµj,N pdxq ´ δµj pdxq
‰ˇˇˇˇˇ ď 2ˆ sup
xPBp0,Mq
}x´ f ppif pxqq}2RD ,
IN :“
˜ż
Bp0,Mq
}x´ f ppif pxqq}2RD dx
¸
ˆ }pN p¨|θN q ´ p}L8pRDq , for all N.
The continuity of pif implies that }x´ f ppif pxqq}2RD is continuous and bounded on Bp0,Mq. The convergence
pN p¨|θN q Ñ p in L8 implies IN Ñ 0 as N Ñ8. One can show
F pψσN p¨ ´ µj,N qq “ FpψqpσNξq expp´2piiξTµj,N q Ñ expp´2piiξTµjq ˆ
ż
ψpxqdx “ Fpδµj q as N Ñ8,
F `δµj,N ˘ “ expp´2piiξTµj,N q Ñ expp´2piiξTµjq “ Fpδµj q as N Ñ8,
where F denotes Fourier transform. Since the Fourier transform of a probability is the characteristic function
of this probability, Levy continuity theorey implies that the probability measure ψσN p¨ ´ µj,N qdx converges
to δµj weakly and δµj,N converges to δµj weakly, as N Ñ 8. Portmanteau theorem implies Hj˚,N , H˚˚j,N Ñ 0
as N Ñ 8 for all j. Then the dominated convergence theorem implies HN Ñ 0 as N Ñ 8. The desired
result follows. Details of Portmanteau theorem and Levy continuity theorem can be found in Klenke (2013).
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˝Lemma 11.2. (Theorem 4 in Duchon (1977)) Suppose d ď 3. Let C be a finite subset of Rd and every
polynomial in Poly1rts is uniquely determined by its values on C. Then there exists exactly one function
of the form σptq “ řcPC sc ˆ η4´dpt ´ cq ` pptq taking prescribed values on C, where p P Poly1rts andř
cPC sc ˆ qpcq “ 0 for all q P Poly1rts. Moreover, if γ is another function taking the same values on C, one
has
››∇2σ››
L2
ď ››∇2γ››
L2
.
Proof of Theorem 5.1: Lemma 11.2 implies g˚ “ arg inffP∇´2L2 Kλ,PN pf, fpnqq is of the form (5.2).
Theorem 3.1 and d ď 3 implies ∇´2L2pRd Ñ RDq Ă CpRd Ñ RDq. The explicit expression of (5.2) and the
embedding ∇´2L2 Ă C imply g˚ P C8Ş∇´2L2. Then g˚ “ arg inffPC8Ş∇´2L2 Kλ,PN pf, ffpnqq “ fpn`1q. ˝
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